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The world's leading global express delivery and logistics
company brings you world-class international service.
As a DHL customer in the U.S., you have firsthand knowledge of our superior level of service.
But you may not know that the same high standard you’ve grown accustomed to when sending
packages cross country, is also available crossing the globe. In fact, nobody has more experience
shipping to more overseas destinations than we do—225 countries and territories. In addition,
we’ve enhanced our service along the transatlantic route and now provide you with next day
delivery from many European markets.
When a delivery is important to you, it’s important to us.  And with over 130,000 dedicated Express
employees worldwide, we’re with your shipment every step of the way. There are never any
middlemen or third-party agents to deal with. Plus, we have our own in-house licensed customs
brokers in more than 170 countries who understand the local regulations enabling shipments to
speed through quickly.
With innovations like ours, it’s no wonder we’ve become the world’s leading global express
delivery and logistics company. Here are just a few examples:
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Good, because we'd love to take our relationship a lot further.
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CHINA DHL’s four international hubs

JAPAN We’ve invested $182 million

(Beijing, Guangzhou, Shanghai and Shenzhen)

in 43 countrywide service centers, including

link to 12 major cities in China and 318 in

our state-of-the-art Nagoya gateway. We

all.  And in Hong Kong, we have the largest

also offer the fastest transit time from Tokyo

Express hub in Asia, along with daily direct

to many major world destinations.

service to the U.S.

GERMANY A recent 300 million

UNITED KINGDOM Two dedicated

euro investment in our Leipzig hub will make

flights daily from the UK to the U.S. provide 

it the nation’s nerve center for the DHL 

next day delivery to over 31,000 U.S. ZIP

European air express network—providing

Codes covering 96% of U.S. businesses. In

you enhanced reliability and transit times.

addition, DHL offers next day delivery of

SOUTH KOREA Here, an extensive 

non-dutiable shipments from Manhattan to

local network of service centers and operations

over 40 key business postcodes in London.

capabilities enables us to provide you 

TAIWAN DHL has eight service centers
here as well as direct customs clearance in

with the latest pickup and cut-off times for 
added convenience.

our gateway facility to better serve you.
Wherever you import from or export to, we make international shipping effortless from start to
finish. With our broad range of coverage and unparalleled global capabilities, you can ship worry
free virtually anywhere.  And now you can stay connected everywhere with a FREE DHL 
Wi-Fi Finder.

The DHL Wi-Fi Finder, yours FREE when you ship internationally
by 9/24/07. Visit yourdhl.com/wifiX or call 1-866-234-5594 today.
(Mention code CCSD1AW)

international

*While supplies last. Offer valid for new U.S. DHL customers only. For complete terms and conditions of promotion go to yourdhl.com/wifidetails.  This map is not a full representation of all DHL routes and services.
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Import Express

Worldwide Priority Express

International Document Service

